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NotesRichTextNavigator or NotesRichTextItem class will Simon use to complete
the task?

A. EmbeddedObjects property of NotesRichTextItem
B. GetEmbeddedObjects method of NotesRichTextItem
C. EmbeddedObjects property of NotesRichTextNavigator
D. GetEmbeddedObjects method of NotesRichTextNavigator

Answer: A

QUESTION: 110
Which two data sources does extlibx provide for XPages? (Choose two.)

A. JDBC Save for write access
B. JDBC Open for data access
C. JDBC Query for read only access
D. JDBC RowSet for read/write access
E. JDBC OpenforWrite provides read and write access

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 111
How can session token information be captured using a servlet?

A. getSessionToken
B. getSessionCookie
C. HttpServletRequest.getToken()
D. HttpServletRequest.getCookies()

Answer: D

QUESTION: 112
Which three statements are true with regards to SAML? (Choose three.)

A. SAML can only be used with non-SSL configurations on the web.
B. Only web client users can make use of SAML-based authentication
C. Only IBM Notes client users can make use of SAML-based authentication.
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D. For web client users, SAML authentication facilitates a single-sign on solution in
which the user's ID file is downloaded from the Notes ID vault
E. It allows a user to authenticate once with a designated identity provider (IdP),
after which the user can access any server that is partnered with the IdP
F. SAML is most useful when an IBM Domino environment includes third-party
Web applications whose services your users access, or if multi-session server
authentication is too limiting for your organization

Answer: D, E, F

QUESTION: 113
Sally has a form with a Readers field on it. That field is computed and its value is
"Users". When a document is created with the form, what effect does the field have
on that document?

A. Members of the Users group are able to see the document.
B. Members of the Users group are not able to modify the document.
C. Members of the Users group are not able to replicate or copy the document.
D. There will be no effect if the members of the Users group have higher than
Reader level access to the database.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 114
An XPages application needs to access user information such as unique ids, quota,
and database roles for current user. This can be done using which option?

A. Notes API
B. Extension Library
C. JavaScript Toolkit API
D. Client Side JavaScript

Answer: B

QUESTION: 115
What is needed to allow a user with Editor level access to a database to enable a
scheduled agent?
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A. The agent property "Allow editor level user activation" must be checked in the
Security tab of the agent properties.
B. The Editor level user has the Execution Control List setting of "Modify other
Notes Databases" enabled for their ID file.
C. The Editor level user should be listed in the "Sign or run unrestricted methods
and operations" field on the Security tab of the Server document.
D. There is no way for a user with Editor level access to enable a scheduled agent to
run as that would require a change to the agent requiring at least Designer access.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 116
Which access control list entry allows a user to edit only those documents with their
name in an Authors field?

A. Editor
B. Author
C. Reader
D. Designer

Answer: B

QUESTION: 117
Mary is the IBM Domino administrator and needs to deploy an agent she has
written. Mary's agent reads and writes data directly to the file system, is scheduled
to run on server daily, and is signed by Mary's IBM Notes ID. What does Mary need
to update to ensure the agent runs correctly?

A. the agent Security setting "Runtime Security Level" to "2. Allow restricted
operations"
B. the Execution Control List (ECL) on each workstation to trust Mary's hierarchical
name
C. the access control list of the database hosting the agent to include her
hierarchical name as Manager
D. the Server document field "Sign or run unrestricted methods and operations"
with Mary's hierarchical name

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 118
Where are two places that document encryption is specified? (Choose two.)

A. field properties
B. form properties
C. server properties
D. database properties
E. access control list properties

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 119
Mary's mobile application will be accessed using a Web browser using HTTPS.
What must Mary do to ensure the browser will allow access to her application site?

A. Import a trusted root certificate into the application.
B. Create an SSL keyring using a third-party trusted certificate.
C. Ensure the application host is defined in a Domain Name Server.
D. Nothing, Domino provides this service without additional configuration.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 120
Why would a developer create a role?

A. to prevent users from creating folders and views on a server
B. to select an access level for each person, group, and server
C. to assign special access to database design elements and database functions
D. to allow users to replicate or copy the database, or documents from the database

Answer: C

QUESTION: 121
Which design element supports the use of Access Controlled Sections?

A. View
B. Form
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C. Page
D. Agent

Answer: B

QUESTION: 122
Charles wants to add the company logo to the image resources in the mail template
so that it can be used in the mail header for IBM Notes mail messages. Which
statement describes how the letterhead will display?

A. Anyone who sends and receives email will see the logo.
B. Company employees that use the mail template will see the logo.
C. Internet users who receive messages from the company's employees will see the
logo.
D. In order to use the logo, employees that use the mail template must have the
template stored locally.

Answer: B
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